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Details for Classroom Disruption - Calls out to teacher, Refuses to complete tasks, Talks too 
loud, Bosses others around

Will is frequently out of his seat, rarely raised his hand to answer a question, tends to blurt out answers, disturbing the 
other students.

• During baseline assessment, this behavior occurred an average of 4 time(s) per day.

• This behavior was determined to be of Minor severity, meaning that it: Can be distracting, disrupting or frustrating
to others in the environment but does not risk escalating or creating a dangerous environment.

• This behavior likely serves a Gaining Attention - Peers, Tangible, Sensory, Escape/Avoidance - Adults, Gaining
Attention - Adults function

Proactive strategies to make classroom disruption unnecessary or less likely to occur:

Reduce demands (aka demand fading)

Demand fading is a proactive strategy that initially decreases the number of demands or the 
difficulty of demands and then over time, increases the demands back to appropriate levels to 
meet the student's needs. Demand fading focuses on changing the environment to decrease 
the probability of challenging behaviors.

Guidelines

• Collect "baseline" data to determine when the student is most likely to engage in
challenging behaviors. Use the data to identify what demands are currently being placed
during these times. Evaluate the difficulty of the demands and the number of demands
given during these times.

• Based on the baseline data, select during what times what types of demands will be
reduced as well as the criteria for increasing the demands.  Example: a teacher may
choose to decrease the number of demands given during a work session or during a
particular type of assignment or topic, and monitor the frequency of challenging
behaviors. When challenging behaviors decrease for 3 consecutive sessions, the
teacher will increase the number of demands presented during the session by 2 each
time. This process will continue until the desired number of demands has been reached.

• Demand fading should be used prior to the occurrence of challenging behaviors.
Removing demands immediately following challenging behaviors may inadvertently
reinforce the challenging behaviors.

• Collect behavioral data to determine if progress is being made.

Replacement behaviors we want Will Robinson to do instead of classroom disruption:

Request a break using a break card

• Calls out to teacher, Refuses to complete tasks, Talks too loud, Bosses others around

Challenging Behaviors

Positive Behavior Support Plan for Will Robinson

Student Name Will Robinson Supervisor Chandra Boyd
Date Plan Originally Developed 1/25/2017 Date of Last Review/Revision 5/30/2017

Positive Behavior Support Plan



This replacement behavior is a functionally equivalent replacement for escape maintained 
challenging behavior.  Requesting a break is procedure that includes functional communication 
training, response prompts, and extinction.  A break card is typically used with students that are 
not able to easily vocalize their request for a break.

Guidelines

• A break card should be created that will allow the student to request a break. The break
card should be placed in a clearly accessible area in the environment in which the
student typically engages in challenging behaviors to escape. Example: if a student
engages in challenging behaviors at the desk, a break card should be placed on the
desk.

• A social story, video model, or visual model can be used initially to teach the student
how the break card works.

• Before presenting a demand, tell the student that they can request a break if they want
to. Example "if you want a break, you can ask for a break."

• Proceed with demands. If the student engages in challenging behaviors, do not allow the 
student to escape. At this stage, challenging behaviors are placed on extinction and no
longer produce the reinforcing consequence of escape. ***Extinction procedures may
cause an increase in challenging behaviors. Extinction should not be used with
behaviors that pose a safety risk to the student or others.

• Use response prompts to teach the student to use the break card.

• Provide a short break when the student requests a break using the card. The student
should not be given access to preferred items. Ideally the student will remain in the
same area, but demands will not be placed for a set amount of time.

• Determine how long breaks will be. Breaks are typically short, such as 30 seconds
(recommended).

• Collect behavioral data to determine if challenging behaviors decrease as the number of
break requests increase. As challenging behaviors decrease, a system can be created to 
decrease the number of break requests.

• One option to fade this procedure after a successful decrease in challenging behaviors,
collect data on how many breaks the student is requesting each day. Find the average of 
this number and create a set amount of break cards the student will be allowed to use
for that day. Monitor behavior data and decrease the number of break cards slowly.
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Default Interval Frequency Based Datasheet

Student Name Will Robinson Supervisor Chandra Boyd
Date of Birth 6/28/2007 Location
Gender Male Date(s)

Challenging Behavior Classroom Disruption->Calls out to teacher, Refuses to complete tasks, 
Talks too loud, Bosses others around

Operational Definition Will is frequently out of his seat, rarely raised his hand to answer a 
question, tends to blurt out answers, disturbing the other students.

Directions: Each time the target behavior is observed put a tally mark in the associated box. If no 
challenging behavior is observed write “0”. At the end of the day add up and record the total number 
of challenging behaviors that occurred through all intervals.

Comments/Notes

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

7:00 am -  
8:00 am
8:00 am - 
9:00 am
9:00 am - 
10:00 am

10:00 am - 
11:00 am
11:00 am - 
12:00 pm
12:00 pm - 
1:00 pm

1:00 pm - 
2:00 pm
2:00 pm - 
3:00 pm

3:00 pm - 
4:00 pm
4:00 pm - 
5:00 pm

Total



John Smith Behavior Report
1/18/2017

John has a very difficult time in the classroom.   He is very disruptive and throws 3-5 tantrums per
day.

Student John Smith Supervisor Kenton Levings
Date of Birth 2/1/2010 Location
Gender Male

Category Classroom Disruption
Behavior Calls out to teacher, Calls out to peers, Argues with teacher, Argues with

peers, Cries, Teases others, Refuses to complete tasks, Throws things,
Talks too loud, Bosses others around, Throws tantrums, Slams doors

Operational Definition John is very disruptive in the classroom.   He continually calls out to the
teacher and other students, argues, cries, throws tantrums and slams
doors.

Behavior Intervention Plan Report

Behavior Intervention Plan Report



Sample Activity Plan  
Science Group

Objective: Sits during a familiar, less preferred  
group activity for 10 minutes
Developmental Area: Social
Curriculum Area: Group Skills
Method: Behavioral
Developmental Level: Intermediate
Category: Exploratory Play
Setting: Adult-Group

Materials

Science materials (e.g., toys, planet models, and pictures)

Procedure

Science group should only be run if it is a familiar but less preferred activity for the child. During the 
activity, provide playful but scientific toys, models, and pictures in no specific order.

Sit the child at a table or on the floor with his/her group. Be sure the child is positioned either1.
near or directly across from the adult conducting the activities.
Tell the child it is time for science group, directing the child to look at you. If another adult is2.
conducting, sit behind the child and have the teaching adult direct the child to ‘look’ at them.
Start showing the science materials to the children.
If the child successfully remains seated for one minute, reinforce the child with small tangible3.
reinforcement or social reinforcement.
If the child does not remain seated, redirect the child to his/her seat using a neutral tone.4.
Remind the child that it is time for science group, and he/she can get up when it is complete.
Remember to reinforce the child for ‘good sitting’ after each interval until the activities are5.
finished. When the morning group activities are over, provide additional reinforcement
for sitting through the entire activity in the form of social reinforcement and tangible
reinforcement (e.g., a preferred snack or toy).
If the child cannot sit for a minute, determine the length of time they are able to sit for, and6.
reinforce them for that criteria. Slowly build up the time criteria for reinforcement based on
their ability.

Try using any group of objects 
in the classroom that are 
familiar but less preferred!

Learn about tangible and 
social reinforcements in 

 Course

Tip

Suggestion

* This is one of 3500 Activity Plans.



Sample Activity Plan 
Name the Hidden Card

Objective: Names pictures of familiar objects and people
Developmental Area: Expressive Language

Curriculum Area: Vocabulary
Method: Developmental
Developmental Level: Intermediate
Category: Exploratory play
Setting: Adult-Child

Materials

Pictures of familiar objects and people
Small bowl

Procedure

Sit across from the child at the table.1.
Tell the child you are going to hide one of the pictures under the bowl.2.
Put one of the pictures face up on the table. Place the bowl on top of it.3.
Direct the child to peek under the bowl.4.
Ask him/her to name the object or person pictured (e.g., ‘Who’s that?’ or ‘What is this?’).5.
If the child correctly names the object or person pictured, playfully lift the bowl to reveal the6.
picture. Reinforce him/her. Use social interaction and verbal praise related to the activity (e.g.,
‘Good job naming the mailman’ or ‘That’s right, it’s a picture of a car.’).
Hide another picture under the bowl.7.
Direct the child to peek at the picture. Similarly ask the child to name the object or person8.
pictured.
If the child doesn’t name the object or person in response to your question, prompt him/her to9.
say the correct name for the object or person pictured. Repeat your question, give the child an
expectant look, and provide the initial sound for the object or person.
You may need to model naming the object or person a number of times before the child10.
independently names the object or person pictured.
Over time, fade out your question and replace it with a leading comment so the child can11.
begin to name the objects and people spontaneously (e.g., ‘Wow, she looks really pretty,’ or,
‘That is . . . ‘)
Continue to play until the child begins to lose interest in the activity.12.

Learn how to support the student’s 
efforts and log and track their 
progress by reviewing AutismPro 
Workshop’s Course #3.

Suggestion

* This is one of 3500 Activity Plans.



Sample Strategy 1:  
Activity Organizers

Specific Problem: Child does not follow directions

Method: Behavioral, Developmental

Curriculum Level: Basic

Problem: Juan finds it difficult to follow directions during independent work station time at school. He is easily
distracted by the movement of his peers and does not readily process verbal directions.

Solution: Juan’s teacher decides to use an activity organizer to help him learn how to listen to group directions,
retrieve the materials he needs, and do the assigned activities. She arranges the various station activities in bins 
that are clearly labeled and placed in a divided shelving unit. After Juan’s teacher tells him which activity he will 
be doing, she gives him an empty bin. She places a picture in the bin of the activity. If Juan gets distracted, she 
repeats her direction and gestures to the bin. Juan brings the bin to the shelf and fills it with materials he will 
need to complete the task assigned to him.

Results: Juan is better able to follow his teacher’s directions as a result of using the activity organizer. Visually
organizing the materials increases Juan’s ability to process his teacher’s verbal directions.

* Refer to the  support procedure Activity Organizers to tailor this concept to a specific child

* This is one of 400 Strategies.

Paint

Shapes

Counting

Music

Beads

Playtime

Letters

Books

Blocks



Sample Strategy 2:  
Activity Organizers
Specific Problem: Child seems more anxious in inclusive setting

Method: Behavioral

Curriculum Level: Advanced

Problem:  Sam is doing well in his special education classroom, so his teacher decides to have him join the first 
grade class for two of his preferred activities: music and computers. She notices that Sam becomes anxious in the 
inclusive setting, making it difficulty for him to participate, even during familiar lessons.

Solution: Sam’s teacher decides to add more structure to the activities to help Sam understand the expectations 
of the new environment and reduce his anxiety. She develops an activity schedule for music that includes a 
scheduled break. The teacher reviews the schedule with him in the days leading up to the music class as well as 
just before going to class. She also visit the music room with him when it is empty to familiarize him with the 
space and show him where he will sit. A yellow circle marks his spot.

The teacher hooks the activity schedule to Sam’s backpack so he can look at it during music class. At the end of 
each schedule item, he is encouraged to check it off his list and see what’s next. She gradually fades her support 
as Sam becomes more comfortable in the class.

Results: Organizing the activity and providing  
predictable breaks reduces Sam’s anxiety and helps  
him focus on learning in the inclusive setting. His teacher  
similarly increases the amount of structure in Sam’s other inclusive classes.

Structured Group Activity:  
Music Class

Sam’s teacher creates a consistent 
routine for his inclusive music class and 
provides him with an activity schedule 
to help him focus. A yellow circle shows 
him his space in the music class. 

* Refer to the  support procedure Structured Group Activities to tailor this concept to a specific child

* This is one of 400 Strategies.

 Schedule: Music Class

1. Pick instrument

4. Stand on yellow circle

2. Sit on yellow circle

5. Sing song with group

3. Play instrument with group

3. Dance with group

 BREAK

 ALL DONE



Specifi c Problem: Child wants to talk about the same thing all of the time

Method: Behavioral, Developmental

Curriculum Level: Advanced

Problem:  Oliver enjoys talking to his teacher and peers. He frequently seeks out people to talk to during class. 
Unfortunately, Oliver only wants to talk about trains and has diffi  culty talking about other topics. He becomes 
agitated and panicked when someone tries to change the subject or tell him they are not interested in talking 
about trains. Sometimes Oliver seems so focused on trains that he can’t even hear topic suggestions made by 
others.

Solution: Oliver’s teacher decides to use a cue card to prompt Oliver when it is time to talk about something 
other than trains. She acknowledges Oliver’s initiation, then tells him it’s time to talk about something else. She 
shows Oliver a picture of the topic she wants to talk about and attaches it to the cue card (e.g., with Velcro). Each 
time Oliver starts talking about trains during their conversation, she points to the cue card to remind him that it 
is time to talk about the new topic.

Review the cue card with the child. Tell1.
the child it is common for people to get
stuck talking about certain topics, but
that sometimes it can be nice to talk
about other things. Remind the child

that changes are okay.

Place the card in a visible location.2.
Wear it around your neck as a constant
reminder for the child.

If the child starts talking about an old3.
subject again, silently direct his/her attention to the cue card by pointing to it.

Reinforce the information on the cue card during the activity. Verbally praise the child any time he/she4.
engages in conversations about new or non-preferred topics.

Results: By providing a clear visual reminder of the current discussion topic, the cue card helps Oliver reduce his 
train talk and talk more about other subjects. He is also better able to respond to the conversational interests of 
his teacher and peers.

Sample Strategy 3: 
Cue Cards

Time Let’s talk (New Topic)

* This is one of 400 Strategies.
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